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TEACHER's SECTION

I. Statement pof Purpose

4.

A. Major generalization to be learned:

Money management consist "s of a series of decisions,
making up the proces using family resources to
achieve individual an family financial goals.

B. Component ideas:

1. Step I Clarification of Goals

2. Step II Analysis of Resources

3. Step III Review of Alternatives Decision-
making

4. ,Step IV Integration for Formulation of a Plan

II. Instructional Objectives:

A. Component 1

The student. will demonstrate her understanding of
the need to clarify goals by formulating in writ-
ing two clearly stated goals- which she has for
herself and will justify-her selection by briefly
explaining her plan for achieving these goals.

B. Component 2

Given a situation in which an individual iS limited
in the amount of money available to her, the student
will discuss orally ways in which other resources
may be substitute ccOsfully for money so that
the individual may s ilrachieve her goal.

The student will demoristrate h r understanding of
the financial resources thata e available to her

and her family by analyzing in writing how limit-
ations of etch will affect individual and family
goals and spending.

C. Component 3

Given individual and family case studies, the stu-

dent will analyze.alternative methods for achiev-
ing their financial goals and will evaluate each in

'relation to airailable resources and goal priorities.
P
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D. Component 4

Gi.en a case study of a newly married couple, the
student will demonstrate her understanding of the;
management process by effectively constructing
and evaluating a budget that she feels will real-
isticpy meet the couple's needs and goals.

e
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INSTRUCTIONS TO THE TEACHER_

I," InStructional Approach: Quasi-Discovery

In the lessons the student will select one or more
19arning activities that present information relative
to the generalization to be learned.

II. Identification of the Learners:

-This HELP is developed for secondary students.

It will be incorporated into a unit of study on how
.management facilitates achievement of.financial goals.

III. Special Instructions:.

A. Equipment needed: Tape Retorder
Filmstrip Projecto,e
Overhead Projector

B. Mater(als needed: Books:

410
Managing Livingtime, Margaret
lIaines,Peoria, Illinois:
Chas A. Bennett Co.,,,Ine.,1964.'

Management For Mbdern Families,
....)

, Irma H." Gross and Elizabeth
4 Walbert Ceandall. New York:

Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1963.

I

O

Management,For You, Cleo Fitz-
simmons and Neil Whitea Chicago:
J.B. Lippincott Co.,' 19A,_

The Family In a Money Wo.ld,
Frances Ftldman. New York:
Family SA-vice Association of
America, 1957..

Management In The Home .Lillian
W.lbreth,'Orpha Thomas and
Eleanor Clymer. New York:
Dodd, Mead, and Co.,,1959.

Your FamilyAnd Its Money, Helen ,..

Thal and Melinda Holcombe. 'Boston:,
Houghton Mifflin CO., 1968.
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Magazines:

'Good Housekeeping, April 1967,
pages 197-205.

Changing Times: The. Kiplinger
Magazine
Vol. 24, No. 5 (May 1970 pages 6
to 10 only.
Vol. 24, No. 7 (July 1970) pages
25 to 29 only.
Vol 24, No. 1 (Jan. 1970) pages
25 to 30. (Quest)
Vol. 24, No. 6 (June 1970) pages
46 to 47. (Quest).

Media needed!,

Transparencies:

"Values and Goals," 3MN Co.,
Prepared Color Transparencies.
No. 15-3522-7

k

D
"Organizing Possessions. To
Achj.eve Goals," 3MM Co., Pre-
pared Color Transparencies. Mo. 15-
3527 -7

"Decision-Making,q Coed-Forcast,
Class-2 No. F4736.

"Consumer Who? Why? How?" 3MM Co.,
Prepared Color Transparencies.
No. 15-3529-3. (Quest activity).

"Dollar l'tretching Practices,"
3MM Co., Prepared Color Trans-
parencies. No. 15-3541-8. (Quest
Activity).

Filmstrips:

"Marriage,and Money," Educational
Division, Institute of Life In- .

surance, 600 Madison Ave., New
York, N.Y, 10017.

"A New Look At BUdgeting," Money

5
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Management Institute Household
Finance Corp., Prudential Plaza,
Chicago, III. 60601.

For those students who prefer
td Learn through listening, it
is suggested that the required
readings in each lesson be made
available on tape. This, will
necessitate the taping of the
material, either by the. teacher
or by a student.

8
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IV. Instruction for Evaluation:

A. Special Requirements:

It will not be necessary for the teacher to develop
any test items or ,keys. There are three instruments
for evaluation giyen. The Tre-test is planned as a

; learning experience as well as a diagnostic device.
Therefore, the correct answers should be available
to the'studen after the test has be0 completed.'
After each learning experipnce there is a self-
test for the students to use to judge their mastery
of that lesson. The correct answers ,are available
in the student section. ,A post-tes is provided
for the student to use on complet' n of the lessons
contained_in the learning Rackag . The keys for the
pre-test and the post-test 10. be found at the
end of this section.

B. Test Keys:

Pre-Test Key

Part A. 1.-F 11. T 21. T
2. T 12. T 4 22. T
3. T 13. F 23. F.

4. T 14. T 24. T
5.-T 15. T '25. T
6. T 16. T 26. T
7. T 17. T 27. T
8. T 18. T 28.1
9. F 19. F 29. F

10. F 20. F 30. F

Part B. 1. a,b,c 11. a,b,c
2. a,b,c 12.* a,b

A- 3. a 13. a,b,c
4. a,c 14. a,b,c
5: a,b,c 15. a
6. a,b 16. a
7. a,b,c 17. a,b,c
8. a,b,c 18. a,c
9. a,b,c 19. a,b

10. a,b 20. a,b,c

LL
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Part A. 1. A
2. D
3. B
4. B

Part B.

5- A
6! D
7. D
S. D
9. B

10. C

Posts-Test Key

1. Mary could substitue her skills and
knowledge for money by making a new
dress. ciThus, freeing about ten dollars
that she could use to buy new shoes.
She could substitute her energy and time
working to earn more ioney to purchase
an entire new outfit. Mary could also
use her time nd energy to, shop. in more
stores in h es of finding shoes for
less or. pe haps a sale. O she could
buy a ne pair of shoes and bortow her
sister' or friend's dress. Mary could
also y a new p4ir of shoes and dress-
up o e of her old dresses with new
accessories.

2, Earnings are available to most families.
The larger the amount of earnings that
a family has available; the mbre money
that they have to util,ize, small busin-

A-essmaybe another source .v income for a
family.- Savings in,the Arm of U.S.
Savings bonds, savings 44colint and saving
and loans deposits offer a family security*
because of their safety. Securities
a family owns in the form of stocks and
bonds offer the family dividends as well
as providing security for a loan, but
are not guaranteed. Life insurance offefs'
the family security in case of the deati
of the insured and also has some loan
value. Annuities offer the family future
guaranteed payments. Types of health t,

,insurance offer the family.an income in

times of sickness and injury. Mortgage
and loans are sourcebf income in that,
they are investments for the family'I,

earnings.

8
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3. An approximate budget for the Charles.

Expenses:
Fixed expenses:,
Federal income taXes
Social security
\Life insurance
Health and hospital insurance

$40
6

12,
S.

.Rent 50
Emergency fund 20

Semifixed and variable expenses:
Food $30
Clothing 10

Transportation . 6

Household operating expenses ,10
Personal and 'gocial expenses 15

Savings 20

New furniture savings 10

New house savings 20

The Charles financial goals are:
1. Save for new furniture
2. Save for new-house
3. Provide security through insurance

and savings
4. Remain. solvent

The Charles'could save a larger portion
of their earnings for furniture but less
for the new house, or vice versa. They
seem to wish to budget their other expenses
such as food aid personal and social
development expenditures so that they
can free a larger. portion of their earn-
ings to use to save for their desired
goals. If they were to spend more for
their semifixed expenses, they could
obtain their goals by borrowing acid
paying inStallm6nt payments or save for 4
a longer period of time.

9
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-POST-TEST

Introduction:

The Post -Tesx is designed to help you determine.the extent
to which you understand the content presented in each of
the lessons, and the concept that money management consists
of a series pf decisions, making up the process of using family
resourceg'to achieve individual and family financial goals.

Directions:

1. Read the directions for each part carefully.

2. Write the answers on this form.

3: When you have completed the test, ask your teacher to
.grade your test.

Part A: Multiple Choice: Below-are listed several questions
and statements. accompanied by multiple choice answers.
Select and circle the most appropriate answer for
each question. Only one correct response is possible.

1. Decisions are rational when:

A. Alternatives have been considered and weighed accord-'
ing to availability of resources and relative to
goal satisfaction.

B. Alternatives have been considered and weighed accord
ing to personal preferences.

C. Optimal use of resources is considered.
D. None of these.

2. Changes in family goals over the,family life cyclecan
best be explained by which of°.the following?

A. Age differences.
B. Changes in available resources.
C. Changes in life situation.
D.. Changes in perception of value and goal priorities.

3: The difficulty of making a deciaion lies mainly in
the fact that:

A. Too much analysis is called four.

B. Disadvantages as well as advaritages'are usually
inherent in the alternatives involved.

C. 'Goals are seldom clearly defined.
D. None of these.

2
1
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The goals that ope family. holds: ,

'0,

A. 'Are identicaA to those 'of (Allotfamilies:
B. Are uniquely different frlam thbse of other families.

. C. "Are ile-tYWthe.us'e Of r6sgarces'identical to p
"i those of other faMilfes hOldinvthe same iallies, :'

D.' A'and-C. '*-

4 0.

5.. The .consumer decitiOns of individuals, and families
.

. '

, ,d.
.

,

A. 'Reflect differences in the perception of goals and
. -goal achievement ,,

inB.,,R
goals

distinct similarities in the perception of
.

, oalsland goal achievement.'.

C., Reflect aisUinct cultural diffeyences from family.
'family. : .-. f ,

. D. Reflect distinct similaritiet, in availability of
,

resources. .

:
-

, .

. The more .clearly defined a aal is:
,

.

°A. :The greater the,ease in choosimgamong AkternatiVeS
of, action. 2.

.

.B. The easier it i,,s to complete the management procest,
is.C. The easier it s todefine resources to.: be used to

'meet .goals. * ,,d
D. All .:of thete.

.
. .

7. The extent to whi6hioals are" realistic is affected by:
t

, -

ResOurce potential.
B. Rationality of decisions related to gbals.
C. :-A'and B.
D: None Ofthese.

8. -Teresa who has a flair for.designjidt. heen.encourpd
by both 'her art and 'home` economics teacher. to apply
to .a nearby coliege.to purgie her interests. Though.'
she,wants to do- this, her parents are unable to pay
the entire cost 'of tuition; In light of.the,situation,
which advice would Tereia be wise to follow?

A. Find a job on campus to help defray cosh.
B. Make. application for a'seholarship.
C. Work one year before going"to college-a
D. Any of the above.

9. Sandyand_Bill married one yearago are interested
in buying a home. Bill has saved '$1,500 for a

A
.
down payment and could'. easily, manage mortgage payments

13
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of $100 per month. The home that they have fallen
in love with costs 05,000. In light of information
given which statement best describes theirssitqationi

A. Plentiful resources to reach, goal.
B. Resources inadequate to meet goal°.
C. Substitution of monetary resources necessary to

make reaching goal possible.
D. None of these.

as

10. .Mary and Tom had hoped to save enough moneyto put Tom
through copege, but the unexpected birth of a child
brought new priorities into view. In light of the
Situation, which decision would be wisest for tlis young
couple to follow?

,A. Forget about- college for Tomand concentrate on
saving for, the child's education.a

B. Temporarily forestall plans Tom's education until
more money is saved. - v

C. Find another job for Tom so that°he can pay for
credit at college.

D. Have Mary work.

Part B: Essay: Write, tape record or discuss orally with
the teacher, answers to th4e following questions.

1. Mary has saved $15 which she plans to use to purchase
a new dress for a special date a week away. But she
has discovered that she: can not buy both a new dress
and shoes, because the shoes will cost at least $10.
HoW could Mary substitute other resources .to reach
het goal of an attractive outfit?

2. Identify the financial resources that your family has
available to,them. What goals are these-resources'being
used to achieve? How would limitations of each affect
the'possible goals that your family could achieve?

3. 'After reading the following_case study, construct a budget
that you feel wil1re4listically meet the couples needs,
and goals. Discuss. orally, or tape an/evaluation of your _
'budget considering all the possible alternatives that
they may have considered.

Mary and Bill Charles have been married for three monthsy
They are very happy living in their one bedroom apartment
which they rent for $100 -ea month p]us the cost of electricity
and phone. Presently, the Charles are living on Bill's '

bi-weekly earnings of $275 from which $40 in federal income
tax, $6.00 social security and 0.00 Health and hospital

14



. insurance is deducted. Mary and Bill both had accumlated
extensive wardrobes before they Were married so now they
.need only pajr for dry cleaning. Mary enjoys sewing so .

she does, all clothing repairs herself. Mary is interested
in purchasing anew living room suit so, they are saving as
much as possible by making inexpensive .meals. Since Bill
rides to work with a friend, the Charles spend little for
transportation. Their small economy carrequires little
gasoline and repairs? Bill and Miry rarely go rout.except
to visit friends or to see an occasional movie. Bill
,feels it necessary to provide for Mary's financial security;
therefore, he has invested in an insurance policy and saves
a small portion oUk.of each check. The Charles's pride .

themselves in that they are independent. They-believe in
using creditas little as possible, usuakp saving a sizable
portion befoie buying anything expensive. They value feeling
financi4ly secure over having all that they want now._

z
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SECURITY IS . . . A STEP IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION
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INTRODUCTION

When a man and woman enter into marriage, they all too
often do so with wide-eyed anticipationjOf alifetime of

7 dreams fulfilled. Their eagernessto their hazily
stated goals can lead to hasty and costly decisions that

.41; result in a loss of valuable time, energy and money.s7

A basic understanding of the management process is
essential to the realization of any goal 11,e it individual
or family. Once goals hve been clearly 4fired, resources
carefully analyzed and alteinitives meticulously weighed,
the problem of formulating a plan to meet goal requirements
if merely a matter of integration.

The lessons in this HELP are designed to help you explore
the steps involved in the management prbcess toward the real-
ization of personal and family financial goals.

At the completion of this learning package you should
be able to successfully accomplish the following objectives:

A. 'The student will demonstrate her understanding of the
,need to clarify goals by formulatilpt in writing two
--clearly stated goals which she hwfor herself and will
justify her selection by briefly eixplaining her plan
for achieving these goals.

B. Given a situation in which an individual is limited in

the amount of money available to her, the student will
discuss orally ways in which other 'resources may be
substituted successfully -for monqiso that the individual
may still achieve his goal.

The student will demonstrate her understanding of the
financial resources that are avail4ble to her and her
family by analyzing in writing how limitations of each
will affect individual and family goals and spending.

C. Given individual and family case studies, the student
will analyze alternative methods for achieving their,
financial goals and will evaluate each in relation'tt
available resources and goal priorities.

D. Given a case study of a'newly married couple, the student
will demonstrate her understanding of the management
process by effectively constructing and evaluating a
budget that she feels will realistically meet the couple's

needs and goals. ,

2
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PRE-TEST

Introduction:
17

A basic understanding of the management process is essential
to the realization of any goal be it individual or family
goals. _ The fdllowing test items are planned to help you
discover the vxtent.ta,_thich you understand the meaniqg of
goals, resources, the decision-making process and the manag-
ment process and also to'point out the areas in which you, J

soUld be assisted by further investigation and s'tudy.,

Directions:
40'

1. Re-id the directions for each part carefully.

.

2. Write the answers on this form.

c,1

3. When Tou have completed the test, use the key in the
teacher's section to check your work, marking only the
items that are correct. Place the number of correct
answers at the top of the answer sheet.

4. This pre-test will indicate the areas in which you need
further investigation and concentration to enhance'
your knowledge of the subject.

Part A: Tr4e,anckFalse: Place a T,in the blank before the
,statement if ,it is true or place a F in the blank
before the statement if it is false:

1. Once made, a goal is unalterable.

2. Careful choosing of goals is as important as
if not more important than the careful choosing
of ways to reach goals once selected.

3. There is a rank order in goals leading from
smaller to larger ones.

4. The more specific a goal 15, the more apt an
individual is to work toward it.

It is possible for goals to compete with each
other.

6. The decisions of individuals and families reflect
differences in the perception of-goals and goal
achievements.

18
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7. Decisions are interrelated.

8. A decision is a decision when it is a judgement
made consciouslfaftei weighing facts ,and exam-

. ining the alternatives and their outcome.

9. Decisions are seld6m affected by the interaction
of values, goals and resources.

10. A firm decis ion need not be'reviewed.

11. All resources are limited
(
in he amount avail.-

able ta each individual.'

12. Resources can be substituted for each other.

13. Every family has no more.than four resources
(time, money, energy, and material goods) avail-

4' able to them at 41,times,

14. Goals directly influence a family's use of
their resources.

15. .The family's financial ,,resources consist of its
earnings, together with its- reserve funds and
its capital assets. .

16. A family's financial resources include their
earnings, stocks, bonds; or money in the bank.

1 7 . Life insurance, loans and ?ortgages are financial
resources to a family.

18. Decisions in a family-deal not only with the use
df individual resources but also with the inter-
relationship of these uses.

0

19. Nonhuman resources include time, money and mate-
rial goods.

4

20: Development of a goal is possible only through
the usb. of economic resources.

21. Every family has fixed expenses which it must
meet periodically;

22. Your entire income is r
income.

4

erred to as yoUr net
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I 23. Food, clothing and hoNe operating-expenses are
examples of fixed' expenses.

b

24. A 'financial plan is a necessary tool in managing
money.

25. The part of a financial plan are related.

26. A sucessful financial plan fits the specific
needs of a fatly.

27. Good consumer habits help make'a budget work.

28. Home management consists of a series of decis-
ions, making up-the process of using family
resources to achieve family goals.

29. A budget needs to include' only a family's fixed
expenses.

30. The only steps included in the management process
are planning and controlling the plan of action.

4111 Part B:. Multiple Choce: Below are listed several questions
and)statements accompanied by, multiple choice answers.
Select and circle the most appropriate answer(.)
for each question. More than one correct response,-
is possible.

1. The management process includes the following steps:

a. Controlling'
b. Planning
c. Evaluating

2. ,Family management involves a family's:

a. Goals
b. Resources
c: Decisions

3., Yoi.k entire income is referred to as your:

a. Net income
b. Gross income
c. Income

2.0



4. A family's fixed expenses include:

a., Life insurance
b. . Food
;c. Rent

S., Plans are alike in that each must:

a. Be made to order for the individual or family
b. Be flexible
c: Be realistic

4

6. The possibility of alternative uses of resources often
alldws for:

a. Interrelation
b. Substitution
c. Balance

,

7. Examples of resources are:

a. Community facilities
b. Money
c. Knowledge

8. A family's financial resources consist of'its:

a. Eainings
b. Reserve funds
c. Capital assets

9, Financial sources available to 'a family are:
A

a.- Earnings
b. Insurance policy

°Th

c. Small business

)10. The material gd6ds a family possesses are limited by: ,

Cf

t.

a. Amount money available
b. Ability produce own gods or services
c. Energy available

11. in decision making, consideration, must be given to:

a. Alternatives
b. Goals
c. Resources

6
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124 Goals are dependent upon:

a. Values
b. Priorities
c. Decisions

13. Goals are affected by:.

a. Values
b. Resources available
c. ,Decisions

S

14. Alternatives should be considered in'rela;ioft.tO:

a.' Available resources
b. Priorities of values and goats
C. Personal preferences

15. If a family has-unlimited wants but limited resources:

a.A.Decision-making becomes a matter of establishing
priorities

b. Decisi n-making is simplified
c. Decfsi ft-making is impossible

16. Differenc s in, perception of goals and goals achieve-

ment results:

a. In differences in consumer decisions'

b. -In differences in decision process
c. In'difference in-management process

fl

17. Decision

a. RefleGt
b. Reflect
c. Reflect

goals

18. Goals

made by individuals and families:

differences in values and goals
differences in available resources
differencei in perception of'values and

a. Motivate man=agement
b. Determine wise decisions
G. .Direct use of resources °

" 19. Goals may be classified as:

a. Short term,"
b. Long-term '

ci Unattainable

0

7
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20. Decisions are influenced by:

a. Standards
b. Values
c. Goals

23
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PROGRESS REP"

Nam
0

Directions:
As you complete each learning activity.in the four .

lessons, check it on this Progress Report. When a lesson
has been completed, tAke your Progress Repdft and your
:self test to the teacher; she will check the lessons com-
pleted and record your progress in her record book.

Once you have completed all four lessons, you will be
ready to take the post test. Give your Progress Report to
your teacher when you begin the post test, It will be
returned to you as soon as the final grade has been assigned.

1. Pretest Score

2. Lesson I
Learning Activity 1
Learning ActiVity 2
Learning Activity 3
Learning-Activity 4
Learning Activity 5
Learning Activity 6
Self Test Score I

3. Lesson II
Learning Activity 1
Learning Activity 2
Learning Activity 3
Learning Activity 4
Learning Activity S
Learning Activity 6
Learning Activity 7
Self Test Score

4. Lesson III
Learning Activity 1
Learning Activity 2
Learning Activity 3
Learning Activity 4
Learning Activity 5
Learning Activity 6
Self Test Score

5. Lesson IV \t

Learning Activity,1
Learning Activity 2
Learning Activity 3

41?

9
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Leatning Activity 4
Learning Activity 5
Learning Activity 6
Learning Activity 7
Self Test Score

6. Post Test Score
Reexamination if
needed

7. FINAL GRADE

2 5
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LESSON I

Introduction:
Consiously or unconsciously, each of us has goals
toward which we work. The more clearly defined
these goals are, the easier it is for us to strive
to meet them. 4

Component:
Step I The Clarification of Goals

Objective:
The student will demonstrate her understanding of

the need to clarify goals by formulating in writing
two clearly stated goals which she has for herself
and will justify. her selection by briefly explaining
her plans for reaching,these goals.

Instructions:
Materials needed

Overhead Projector
Transparencies -"Values and Goals"
Tape Recorder-
Tape Recording of required readings
(The instructor will be responsible for obtaining

these.),
Texts: 'Management for Modern Families

Mar Bing Living time
Your Family and Its Money

You are required to do activity one and either
activities two and three or activity four. Then
select at least one more activity from the list
and complete it. Test your progress by taking
the self test at the end of the lesson. Check
your answers with the self test key. If you can
correctly answer 90% of the questions, proceed to

Lesson II. If you cannot correctly answer this

mahy, choose another learning activity; take the
self.test a second time. If you can then answer
90% of the questions correctly, proceed to Lesson

Learning Activities: U

1. Make a mobile symbolizing your personal and
family goals. Select two of these goals and
briefly describe in writing your plans for
achievipg them',.

11



D.

4

2. Read pages 19-20, 71-76 from Your Family and
Its Money by Thal and Holcombe.

"3. Read page 15, "Goals" frpm Managing Livingtime
by 1aines.

4. Listen to tape recordings of activities two
itild three.

5. Read pages 20, 26-29, "Motivation for
Management" and "Goals" from Management

.'for Modern Families by. Gross and Crandall.

6. Vied, "Values and Goals" -- Prepared Colored
Transparancies.

Self Test:

Directions: Select from the list-below those
terms which most adequately describe well-defined
goals. Indicate your choices by placing an "X"
in the spaces provided.

1. Flexible

2. Long term

3. Motivating

4. -Static-

5. Short termI
0. Specific

7. Unrealistic

80 Unobtainable

9. Abstract

10. Concrete

12
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LESSON If

Introduction:
Resources are the tools thit help us achieve our goals.
After an individual or family establishes which goals .6'

they feel are worthwhile, they'need'to determine thQ4
most effective way to use their available resourcesn
to bring them the greatest satisfaction. Resources-
can be classified as human resources which are less -

tangiblt than others. Human resources include time,
energy, interests, abilities, skills, knowledge and
attitudes, while nonhuman resources are money, mat-
eriar gOods and community facilities. Resources are
similar in that they are all limited; their use is
interrelated; finally, and most important, the quality
of life an individual achieves is dependent upon
his use of resources.

When one resource is scarce, another or others may be
substituted,so that the individual may still achieve
his desirergodl. Recognizing all resources, makes -.
it possible to free one resource for more satisfying
uses by substituting others.

Eich individual and family needs to recognize the
financial resources that are available for them to
utilize, to make life satisfying. The-family's
nancial resources consist of its earnings, together
with its reserve funds and its capital assests.

Component:
Step II Analysis of Resources

Objectives:
Given atsituation in which an individual is limited
in the amount of money available to him, the student
will distuss orally ways in which other resources may
be substituted for money.

r The student will identify those financial resources
that are available to him and his family and state
how limitations of each might affect individual and
family goals and spending.

Instructions:
Material needed:

Overhead projector
Transparencies "Organizing Possessions To Ac leve

Goals"
a

13
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I

'tape recorder
Tape recording of required readings (The instructor
will be responsible for obtaining these.)
Texts: Management For Mpdern Families

Management For You,
The Family In A Money World

Magazines: Changing Times (May 1970)
Good Housekeeping (April 1967)

-You must do learning activity one, two and three
or learning,a4tivity four. Then select at least one
more activity from the list and complete it. Test
your progress by taking the self-test at the end of
the lesson. Check your answers with the test-key. If

you 'can successfully answer 90% of the questions, go
on the Lesson III. If you can not correctly answer
this litany, choose another learning activity and do
it. Jake the self-test a second time. If you can
then answer 90% of the questions correctly, proCeed
to' Lesson III.

Learning Activities:

1. Read pages 123-129 in Management For Modern
Families by Gross and Crandall.

2. Read pages 127-142 in The Family In A Money World
by Feldman.

3. Read pages 6-10, "62 Ways To Beat The High Cost
of Living" in Changing Times (May 1970). Explain
in writing or discuss with others what other
resources are being suggested to be used to sub-
stitute for the resource money,.

4. Listen to the taped recordings'of activities one,
two and tlaree.

5. Select a recent-family financial deci°sion made in
your home. Identify the financial resources that
your family used to obtain their goals. If your
family had no'. financial resources available to
them except a weekly salary of $50 how would this
affect your life and your family's spending? Tape
record your response.

6. Read pages 197-208, "Making the Most of Your
Family's Money" in Good Housekeeping (April 1970).

14 w
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State the tips that were given in this article
that a consumer can benefit from to increase the
purchasing power of his money. Identify financial
resources that are available to every family. You
may tapb your response or write it.

7. Read pages 34-50 in Management For You by Fitz-
simmons and White.

8. View transparencies: "Organizing Possessions To
Achieve Goals." Identify how resources are be-
ing effectively used to achieve individual and

o

family goals.

Self-Test:

Directions: Yin in.,the blanks with the correct word(s) to
make each statement correct.

1. When one resource is scarce, the possibility of alter -'
native use of resources permits

2. Human resources which are less tangible are
and

fols

3. Nonhumi, resources which are tangible are
and

.4. The family's financi'l resources consist of its
together with its and its

5. generally are recieved on a fixed weekly,
monthly, or .annual basis, and the earner knows in
advance the amount of his gross income and intervals
of payment.

6. are considered savings rather than invest-
mints because of their safety features.

07. All resources are alike in that they all are
and

8. A family needs to be aware of all of its
in order to make a realistic decision and to achieve its
goals.

30
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LESSON III 4

Introduction:
Once goals have been clarified and resources care
fully analyzed, families can move a step closer to
the finalization of goals by reviewing alternative
methods for achieving those goals. Untimately they
will select the alternative which most adequately
satisfiesetbal requirements according to previously
set criteria.

Component:
Step III Review of AlternativesDecision-Making

Objective:
Given a hypothetical situatA, the student, will
analyze alternative methods for achieving family
financial goals ''and will evaluate each in relation
to available resources and goal priorities.

Instructions:
Materials needed:

Filmstrip Projector,
Filmstrip- "Marriage and Money"
Overhead Projector
Transparancies-"Decision Making"
Magazine-Journal of Home Economics (February, 1969)
(The instructor will be responsible for obtaining
thes.e.)
Texts: Management for Modern Families

'Your Family and It's Money

You must complete learning activities one and two
and either learning activity three or four: Then
select at least one additional activity from the
list and do it. Test your progress by taking the
self test at the ehd of the lesson. Check your
answers with the test-key. If you can successfully
answer 90% of the questions, go on to the next lesson.
If you cannot successfully answer this many, choose
another learning activity or review *hose already
completed. If you can then answer 900 of the questions,
groceed to Lesson IV.

°Learning Activities:

i

1. Select a recent family PI ancial deciiion made
in your household. To wh t goal was it related?
What were the available a ternative methods for
reaching this particular goal? How did the avail-

.31
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A ability or lack of financial resources affect
your family's decision? Tape record your response.

View filmstrip '"Marriage and Money" Be prepared

4

to discuss ways in which marital problems can
develop from poor ianagementof -financial resources
as am result of failure to analyze alternative
methods for achieving a goal.

3. Read pages 84-100 in Your Family and Its Money by
Thal and Holcombe.

4. Listen to tape record!ng of learning activity,
number 3.

5. View transparancies "Decision Making" and list
factors which are taken into consideration when
family financial dedisions are made.

6. Read "The Payoff for Intelligent Consumer Decision-
Making" from Journal of Home Economics,' (February
1969) pages 97-103.

Self Test
411

Directions: /ep True and-False: Place a T in the blank
before the statement if it,is true "and7F in the blank
before the Statement if it is false.

x DC.isions are rational when alternatives
hake been considered and weighed according
to personal preferences.

2. Because disadvantages as well as advantages
are usua ly inherent in the alternatives
involared decision-making can be difficult.

3. Even tho they hold similar values and
strive t ach similar goals, families will
differ ink e decisions they make.

4. Difference ,in perception of goals and
availability of resources have'little
effect upon the decision making process.

0

5. Analysis ,of the situation is seldom necessary
for a family to decide its course of act*.

6. The ease of choosing among'alternatives
action is increased when the goal is
clearly defined.

3 2



7. When resources are i tdequate to eet goal
requirements, decis on making is mpossible.

8. When the number of al ernative motions
available. to the fami y is increased the
difficulty' of decisi -making is increased
as well.

9. Decision making is unre ated to value-
priorities.

10. Family financial decisions direct consumer
behavior.

a
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LESSON IV
)

Introduction:'
Management consists of a series of decisions making. up
the process of using family resources to achieve
family goals. The management.process consists of three
interdependent steps of planning, controlling the plan
while carrying it through, whether it is executed by
oneself or others; and evaluating results preparatory
to future planning. All of these steps involve dec-
ision-making. The three steps in management occur in
vagtie or clearly defined form regardless of what
resources or combination of resources is being managed.

To affectively use one's financial resources to achieve
family goals, a family needs to set up a financial
plan or budget. Essentially, budgeting is simple. One
merely, peeds to estimate what amounts of various

N resources he has available to him. Then he estimates
what he wants to get or the goals that he wishes
to achieve and divides his resources or income up
among the things he wants. However, often our
resources will not always be enough to cover all the
things that one wants or to achieVe all of one's goals.
Therefore, one must classify his desired goals and
needs into those necessary and those desired.

Component:'
Step IV Integration 5or Formulation of a Plan

Objective:
Given a case study of a newly married couple, the

student will demonstrate her understanding of the
management process by effectively constructing and
evaluating a budget that she feels will realistically
meet the couple's needs and goals.

Instructions:
Materials needed:

Filmstrip projector
Filmstrip "A New Locik At Budgeting"
Tape recorder
Tape recording of required readings (The instructor
will be responsible for obtaing,these.)
Texts: Management For Modern Families

Management In The Home
Your Family and Its Money
Managing Livingtime

3
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Magazines: Changing Times (July 1970)

You must complete learning*activity on c, two and three
or do learning activity four. Then select at ledst one
additional activity from the list and complete it. Test
your progress by taking the ielf7test at the end of the
lesson. Check your answers with the test-key. If you
can successfully answer 90% of-the questions go on to the
PoSt-Test. If you can not answer this many, choose another
learning activity and do it. Take the self-test a second
time. If you can then answer 900 of the questions correctly
proceed to the Post-Test.

/Learning Activities:

1. Read pages 91-115 in Management For Modern Families
by Gross and Crandall.

2. Read pages 7-23 in Management in the Home by
Gilbreth, Thomas and Clyner.

3. Interview a family whom you know well. Identify
the family's goals and evaluate how effective their
management has been to achieve these goals. If

they are not effectively progressing toward their
goals, explain Why you feel they aTe failing. Are
they using all three of the steps involved in the

management process? Tape or write your responses.

4. LItten to a taped recording of articles one and two
and tape, our response to activity. hree.

5. Read page 102-120 in Your'Family and Its Money
by Thal and Holcombe.

6. Read pages 25:29, "Proven and Practical Ways To
Handle Money Better," in Changing Times (July 1970)

7. View the filmstrip, "A New Look At Budgeting."

8. Read pages 16-2-0 in Managing Livingtime by Raines.

Self-Test

Directions: Fill in the blanks with the correct word(s)

° to make each statement correct.

1. A family's entire income is referred to as its

2. are obligations that one knows that he
will have to meet in the course of a year.
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000

3." consists of a series o
which bear one upon another

4. Supervision is an essential parr
in action.

5. A family's
the gross income when your fixed

individual decisions

of a plan'

is the sum left from
expenses are subtracted.

6. consists of'a series of decisions making
up the process of using family resources to achieve
family goals.

7. The, three steps of management are
,and°

.2

8. is the process of critically, looking at
each of the management steps.

o
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SELF -VEST KEY

Lesson I

1. X Flexible
2. X Long-term
3. X Motivating
4. Static
S.--X-Short-term
6.--X--Specific
7. Unrealistic
8. Unobtainable
9.--K-Abstract

4,10. X Concrete

Lesson II
1. Substitution

:2. Time, energy, interests, abilities or skills, knowledge,

abilities
3. Material goods, money, community faclities
4. Earnings, reserve funds, capital assets
S. Earnings
6. Reserves
7. Limited, interrelated
8. Resources

Lesson III

1. False
2. True
3. True
4. False
5. False
6. True
7. False
8. True
9. False

10. True

Lesson IV

'l. Gross income
2. Fixed expenses
3. ? Planning
4. Controlling,
5. Net income
6: Management
7. Planning, controlling; evaluating
8. Evaluation

37
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QUEST OPPORTUNITIES

If you are interested in further study of how management
facilitates" achievement of financial goals, do one. of

the following suggested activities. If you wish to
pursue an activity not listed here, check first with
your instructor.

Suggested puest Opportunities:

-1. Interview a family whom you know well. If the
family has stated its goals, what evidence do you
have that they are working toward them? Tape record
the interview nd your response.

2. "Collect and moun pictures depicting your personal
goals for the f ure. Briefly describe the goals
that each picture represents and the resources .

that you are using to effectively reach your goa/s.
Evaluate the effectiveness of your decisions
made thus far. Write or tape record your response.

3. View the prepared color transparencies "Consumer:
Who? Why? How?" or "Dollar Stretching Practices".
Follow the transparency presentatioh. with a discuss-
ion focusing on how a_ consumer can most effectively
utilize his dollars value.

4. Read pages 46-47 "Are You a Smart Money Manager?
Take This Test" in Changing Times, (June 1970).
Discuss with a friend, how can this knowledge serve

you as a consumer. ----'

5. Read pages 25-30, "One Families Spending The First
Ten Years." in Changing Times (Jan, 1970). List
the family's goals and evaluate the decisions that
the fahilly made to achieve their goals. Was the

method of management of their financial resources
the most effective method they could have used?
Suggest other alternatives that may have been more
successful and explain why., Tape-record your response.


